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research (including computer science projects) at
DARPA, the US Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency. The agency has an annual budget
of $850 million, approximately a quarter of which
is spent on advanced computerscience projects. Dr
Fields responsibilities have included the management of ARPANET, of the Data Computerproject,
and of programmesin biocybernetics, very large
databases, man-machine relations, and imagebased systems.
In October 1987, he addressed the International
Conference of the Butler Cox Foundation in
Munich. His presentation identified five areas in
which there are imminent technological discontinuities: multiprocessors, microelectronics packaging,
semiconductor manufacturing, superconductors,
andlightweightsatellites. Developmentsin each of
these areas are allowing new types of computing
and communications devices to be produced and
are fundamentally changingthe cost-performance
ratios of the devices. All of these developments are
occurring in hardware; Dr Fields does not foresee
any discontinuities in software or software
development techniques, although coupling the
new hardware technologies with AI techniques
(particularly expert systems) will have a dramatic
impact on the uses to which computerswill be put.
His presentation is reproducedin full in this paper.
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A Progress Report on New Technologies

Myaim todayis to tell you about some important
emerging technologies. Some of them will be
available in the next two or three years; some are
here now, but may not be known to you even
though they have been used for the last year or
two by hundreds of US companies. I intend to
make youslightly uncomfortable because I would
like you to think at the endof this session that you
actually have to pay attention to these technologies, that perhaps you should do something
about them. In many cases, you can take some
action today. In fact, not to take action could well
be irresponsible.

The focus of my talk is technology, not applications. In particular, I want to highlight discontinuities in technology, places where there is a
very large effect in a relatively short period of
time. I believe you should be aware of these
technologies and should think about how you and
your business could make use of them. There are
five technologies that I want to bring to your
attention:
The newgeneration of multiprocessor computers, most of which are supercomputers.
New work in microelectronics packaging that
will make computer systems much smaller than
they are today.

New semiconductor manufacturing techniques
that not only will continue to improvethe priceperformanceratio, but will also provide new
opportunities for rapid prototyping of microelectronics systems.
Developments in superconductors.

A newgenerationof lightweight satellites that
weare in the process of building.

Note thatall of these discontinuities are in the area

of hardware, not software. It is not that I do not
wantto talk about software
I just cannot find
any technological discontinuities in the software
area. Of course, software technology is improving,
but not in any abrupt or startling manner.
However,at the endof mysession I will say a few
words about our experiences with expert system
applications.
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AREAS WHERE THERE WILL NOT BE A
TECHNOLOGICAL DISCONTINUITY

Before discussing the discontinuities I would first
like to tell you about a few important areas where
Ido not see any discontinuities in the technology
areas wherethereis a gradual improvementrather
than a major change in a short periodoftime.

Thefirst areais that of artificial intelligence.It is an
area of great excitement for DARPA and for many
companies in the United States, and for many of
you, butit is not an area where abrupt changesin
the technology can be expected. AI technologyis
steadily getting better year by year; there is no
discontinuity.(I will return to the subject of artificial intelligence at the end of mytalk.)

The second area is that of software production
technology. Although software developmenttools
are getting better and better, I cannot see any
discontinuities occurring. If you are hopingfor, or
expecting,a five-fold or ten-fold or a hundred-fold
improvement in software development, the only
way you Cangetit is to hire smarter programmers.
There simply are no tools on the horizon that Iknow
of which will give you improvements of those
magnitudes.

We can also foresee no discontinuities in the area of
data storage.For the last few years DARPA has been
searching for new techniques and new technologies
to improve data storage and we simply cannotfind
anythingthatis significantly better than the best
that is being developed.
Nexton thelist of continuities rather than discontinuities is the area of computersecurity and computer privacy. Again, although security and privacy
techniques are improving steadily, we cannot
foresee any discontinuities.
Lastly, there is the area of computer networking
and computer communications. I am almost embarrassed to haveto report that this is an area of
continuous improvementrather than discontinuous
improvementbecause I represent the organisation

that invented ARPANETandpacket switching. But

the fact is that there have not been anystartling
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developmentssince then and we do not see any on
the immediate horizon.

DEVELOPMENTS IN MULTIPROCESSOR
COMPUTERS

Tam sure you areall very familiar with the curve
shown in Figure 1, which depicts the enormous
increases in computing power since the end of
World WarII. We have witnessed a 10 million-fold
increase in speed during thelast 40 yearsor so, but
it has been achievedessentially in one way
to
build new computersoutof faster and faster microelectronic components, using new materials, or by
making them smaller and smaller. We believe that
this trend will continue and can provide further
improvementsby a factor of 50 or even 100. But for
many applications, improvements of that magnitude are just not good enough. I can quote many
examples where computers 100-timesfaster than
today s fastest would not be nearly fast enough
for example, many design applications, image
analysis, and modelling simulations require improvements in computing powerof a thousand-fold,
ten thousand, a hundred thousand, a million. And
manyartificial intelligence applications(but not all
of them) will require huge increases in speed over
whatis available today.
Trends in computing power

gittsretins

Figure 1

It is getting harder and harderto increase computing speed by using faster components. Experience
at the Los AlamosNational Laboratory showsthat
in the early 1950s it took about a year and a half to
double performance; in the early 1960sit took just
over two years; by the early 1970s it took nearly
three years; and by the early 1980s it was taking
four-and-a-half years to double performance. Furthermore, some researchers believe that silicon is
now within a factor of five of the maximum
achievable limits.
New waysof building ever-faster computers will
therefore need to be devised. Much researcheffort
today is focused on building faster computers by
combining lots of small slow computers. In other

words, to combine large quantities of microprocessors to produce a computing device that
performs as a single, fast, and cost-effective
computer.

Inastate-of-the-art supercomputertoday there are
many chips each containing a piece of silicon
measuring 1 cm x 1 cm or smaller. In total, there is
about a square metre of silicon. The question is
whether, at the same cost, that square metre of
silicon can be used in a different way to provide
much higher computing speeds.

The peak performanceof today s supercomputers
is about 500 megaflops(or half a gigaflop), although
we are dealing typically with applications that
require 10 megaflops, 100 megaflops, and so on.
Today s computing devices range from supercomputers costing tens of millions of dollars to personal
computers costing a few thousand dollars and
providing the equivalent of 1 mips or less of
computing power. lask youto bear thesefigures in
mind, to give youa reference scale for someof the
figures I will present later,
The curvesin Figure2 illustrate the discontinuities
I am talking about. The curvein the bottom left
corneris equivalent to the curve in Figure 1. Above
that are the new multiprocessor computers, ranging
from a 64,000 processor prototype to a one-million
processor machine weare currently building. In
terms of performance, these computers represent
a discontinuity. Note that the vertical scale is
logarithmic, so I am talking about computers that
are ten times or more faster than a Cray.
Figure 2
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Somewhere between 200 and 300 multiprocessor
machineshave beensold in the United States and
they are being usedfora variety of applications. For
example, a small company called Deltagraphics
(which, as its name suggests, is in the graphics

business) has used multiprocessing techniques to

producea graphics display processorthat sells for
one-hundredththecost of its competitors.

DARPA has used multiprocessor computers for
artificial intelligence applications. One measure of
processing speedfor an expert systemis rips (rulebasedinstructions per second). We built a very large
expert system for managing theflightof aircraft.
The system ran at just one rule per second on a
conventional computer. Although this was good
enoughto do somejobs,it is pretty slow. We transferred the application to one of the new multiprocessor machinesandit ran at two million rules
per second. Thus, we are not talking about performance improvementsof a few per cent. We are
talking about very large improvements indeed.
Theprinciple of using several processors to obtain
faster speed is shown in Figure 3. You can start small
with one microprocessor; by adding a few more you
get the speed of a minicomputer; add a few more
andyouget the speed of asuperminicomputer, and
then a mainframe; by adding more you can produce
the equivalent of supercomputer
equivalent to
a Cray. The most exciting thingofall, however, is
that there does not seem to be any apparentlimit
you can keep adding microprocessors to obtain
ever-faster machines.

Today, an Apple Macintoshis abouteight times more
cost effective than a Cray, measured in terms of
Figure 3
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dollars per mip. If somehow you could simply add
togetherthe processing powerof 840 Macintoshes
you would have a machinewith the performance of
a Cray but at a fraction of the cost.

In a multiprocessor machine, each processor does
part of the problem, so the problem hasto bedivided up into pieces, andthepieces assigned to the
processors, with the different aspects of the computation being synchronised. People frequently ask
how many problems are amenable to being speeded
up in this way. There are obvious applications in
areas like fluid dynamics simulations, vision
systems, weather forecasting, astrophysics, and
chemistry. However, we have looked at hundreds,
perhaps thousands, of computation examples and
to date we have found only oneor two that cannot
be speededupin this kindof way. (The exceptions
were some very esoteric calculations in number
theory.) Sometimes, calculations could be speeded
up by only a factor of 25, sometimesit was a factor
of a million, but, with very few exceptions, every
calculation you look at can be divided upso it can
be performed ona multiprocessor machine. We also
found that the new machinery was good for the
type of symbolic calculations required for AI
applications.

You may well be wondering howeasyit is to program
multiprocessor machines
most programmers
have enough difficulty dealing with one processor,
let alone hundreds or thousands. Originally, we
thought that it would be impossible to program
them without AlI-based tools that would automatically divide up the programs, assign them to
processors, and synchronise the processors. No such
tools exist, but it turns out that they are not
necessary. Instead, we use setof editing tools that
aid the programmerin dividing up the program. We
find that, most of the time, on most of these
machines, many programmers havelittle difficulty
in writing computer programs that work. I have
programmedseveral of the machines; most of you
could do so as well
it is not that difficult. You
might be surprised to hear me say that
but just
rememberhow often within your existing computer
programs the system does the samething over and
over again. Many of those repetitive calculations
could just as well happenin parallel. It turns out to
be very easy to divide them up so this can happen.
We werealso concernedwith scaling issues what
the effect on performance would beif you doubled
the numberof processors.It turns out that if you
buy asmall machine with, say, 128 processors, and
youfind that it is not fast enough for one of your
problems, you can buy another 128 processors and
connect them up. You will find that the same
software will run (about twice as fast) on the
extended machine. Thus,for about twicethe price
you get twice the performance. This meansthatit
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is very easy to begin to use this new technology
because it is not necessary to buy a huge computer
to begin with. You can buy a small oneto find out
if multiprocessing technology is useful for you, and
then scale uplater.

Mostof myinterest in the new technology is focused
on very large, very fast computers. For compatibility, however, you also need smaller and slower
machines, so we are now also building smaller,
slower multiprocessors that are only as fast as a
Cray, not faster. This meansthat an individual (an
engineer, for example) can have the equivalent of
a Cray on their desk.
LIMITATIONS OF MULTIPROCESSOR COMPUTERS

In fairness, I should alsotell you what these multiprocessor computers are not suitable for. Their
. limitations fall into four areas:

1. They are not very good for performing extremely
simple calculations with extremely large databases. With this type of application, most of the
time is taken up with accessing andtransferring
data
the processor does hardly anything.
Multiprocessor computers will not help to speed
up this type of application.

2.I have already mentioned that there are a few
typesof esoteric calculations wheretheinstructions have to be performed sequentially. I doubt
if many of you have such requirements.
3. You cannot take your existing programs written
in Cobol, Lisp, Fortran, and so on and run them
on the new machines without any changes and
expect to get huge improvements in performance. For that to happenit is necessary to make
modest changesto the software.If it is not possible for you to do this then you cannot use the
new technology without writing new code.

4. Multiprocessor computers will not help you to
write software if you do not know how to program the applicationin thefirst place. Ihave had
people approach meafter hearing about the new
technology whobelieve that it could be used to
predict, for example, when the governmentof a
banana republic was goingto fall and when a
new government would take over. No one knows
how to write a program to do that on any
computer at any speed. All that multiprocessor
technology can do is increase the speed and

decrease the cost.

MULTIPROCESSOR COMPUTERS ARE COMMERCIALLY
AVAILABLE

Despite the above limitations, there are many
applications for multiprocessor technology.I shall
now describe some applications that are based on
commercially available computers that have been
sold in some quantity. The first is based on a

computer called the Connection Machine. The
model we useis a 5-foot cube and costs about $2
million, or perhapsa little more, depending on the
discountyouget. It is air cooled and contains only
two types of board, which make it very easy to
build, to expand, andto repair. Ourparticular model
contains 64,000 processors and is about ten-times
faster than today s Cray supercomputers, even
though it is only about one-tenth theprice of a Cray.
Applications can be writtenin Fortran andLisp, and
other languages will be available soon. We have
used the Connection Machine for a number of
experiments and several organisations have bought
them for business purposes.

In one case, we used the Connection Machinefor
searching through large quantities of text and we
made somevery careful measurementsof its speed
in carrying out this task. For this application, the
databaseis large, but the amount of computation is
also large, because we are looking for relevant
newspaperarticles and we haveto search the complete text to ensuretheright articles are selected.
We foundthat the increase in speed meantthat the
cost effectiveness of the Connection Machine was
40,000 timesbetter than an IBM mainframe. That
is a huge improvement, andit has been replicated
manytimes. Depending on the text being searched,
it might only be an increase of 35,000 times,orit
might be 45,000 times. That is the scale of
improvement this new technology can bring.
The Connection Machineuses conventional wiring,
but our next generation of multiprocessor machine,
which, I guess will be available in thefirst quarter
of 1989, will make extensiveuseof fibre optics. This
means that the need for heat dissipation will be
reduced, the speed will be increased, and thesize
of the machinewill be reduced. Also, because the
number of connections and connectors will be
reduced, thereliability of the machine will be
increased tremendously.

The next machine I wantto talk about is BBN s
Butterfly Parallel Processor, whose characteristics
are shownin Figure4. This is amuchless powerful
and less expensive machine than the Connection

Machine.It is about as fast as an old Cray (not anew

Cray) butit is priced at about one-fifteenth of the
cost. The price of a Butterfly is therefore getting
near to what could be justified in an engineering
department for one or a few people. At the time
Figure 4 was made, 65 Butterfly systems had been
sold, but many more machines have now beensold.
The Butterfly development environmentis based
on Unix, which is commonfor machinesofthis type.

Figure 5 showsthat the Butterfly represents just
one of several architectural classes for parallel
processing. The Butterfly is an MIMD (multiple
instruction, multiple data) machine because each
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Figure 4
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ofits 256 processors can perform a different instruction on different data at the same time, andit has
a central switch. By contrast, Thinking Machines
Corporation s Connection Machine is an SIMD
(single instruction, multiple data) machine because
it performsthe sameinstructiononlotsofdifferent
data at the sametime andit is interconnected ina
cube scheme. Thefigure shows severalother classes
as well, and there are now many more not shownin
the figure.

In the Butterfly, each of the processors is connected
to acentral switch and each can send requests for
information or send replies. Physically, each processor has its own memory but from the point of
view of the programmerit looksas if there are many
processors sharing a single memory. Figure 6
illustrates how the switch, whichis the important
part of the machine,works. In the upperleft, there
is the binary addressof a message.Its route through
the switch is determined by a series of decisions
based on whetherthe next digit in the address is

zero or one. Zero means up, and one means down.

By following this simple logic, the message is
delivered to theright place. The simple switching
logic also meansthat the switch operates quickly
andis inexpensive.
Sometimes, switch contention occurs where two
different processors send messages that arrive
simultaneously at the same point in the switch. This
problem is easy to solve by adding an extra column
in the switch so that there are multiple paths.

Figure 7 shows the developmentconfiguration for
a Butterfly whereit is connected to a host computer,
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Figure 7

Development configuration
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which could be a Vax, or a Sun, or a Symbolics
machine,or whatever. Figure 8 showsa partiallist
of organisations that have purchased a Butterfly
machine andthe types of application they are using
it for.
PERFORMANCE OF PARALLEL PROCESSORS

Developments in multiprocessors have been going
onfor 20 years or so. Uptill a few years ago, we did
not know how to interconnect and program the
different processors to makeeffective use of additional processors. What happenedwas that asa few
processors were added the machinegotfaster, but
adding more processors caused the performance to
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dropoff almostto zero as the different processors
competed with each other for communication
facilities (see Figure 9). The aim is to move towards
the ideal curve shown in thefigure. Thatis the costeffective curve.
Figure 9
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Figure 10 shows the measured performanceof the
Butterfly system using a variety of benchmarks.
Althoughit is not ideal, it is pretty close. What this
data showsis that you really can buy asmallsystem
with a few processors and, when you outgrowit,
simply buy some moreprocessors and plug them in,
and you will speed up the system in proportion to
the number of additional processors. It also means
that you have a very cost-effective investment. In
termsof dollars per mips, the Butterfly costs much
less than large minicomputers (such as 4300s, VAXs,
Prime Series 50, Data General s MV Series, and
Measured performanceof Butterfly system
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Wang s VS Series). On the samebasis,it also costs
muchless than large mainframes and today s supercomputers. The superior price-performanceof the
Butterfly is illustrated graphically in Figure 11.

Computing Power

More

We have continuedto develop the Butterfly concept
in Project Monarch whereweare building machines
with even more processors. We will have a small
machine with 1,000 processors and a large one with
8,000 processors. The larger machineoperates at up
to 8,000 mips, whichis probably aboutthe limit for
this kind of machine.
Figure 12 lists some facts about another multiprocessor computer the T Series madeby Floating
Point Systems, a modest-sized companyin Oregon.
Theinteresting thing about this machineis that its
peak performanceis equivalent to about 200 Crays,
or 262 gigaflops.
Figure 12

T Series facts
Parallel supercomputer based on
Caltech hypercube approach
Announcement: 2nd quarter, 1986
First Customer Ship: 2nd quarter, 1986
Air Cooled
Mass Producible: 2 board types,
3 major chip types
Modular Expandability from:
Workstation: 2 x2 x4 , 256 MFLOPS
Building: Peak performance equal to
200 Cray 2 s, 262 GFLOPS

BUSINESS APPLICATIONS FOR MULTIPROCESSOR
MACHINES

Let me now give you some examples of business
applications for multiprocessor machines. A company in Los Angelescalled Digital Productions has
purchased some of these machinesin order to
produce television commercials and computer
generated movies. Previously,it used a Cray but has
found that multiprocessor machinesare faster and
cheaper. Other companiesin the samebusinessare
now also using multiprocessor machines. A company called MRJ, a small US firm that is part of
Perkin Elmer, has purchased two Connection
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Machines. They are being used to design optical
systemsand microelectroniccircuits, for searching
through text documents, and for analysing images.
The Northrop Corporation has been a pioneer in
purchasing and using a lot of multiprocessor
machines. It is probably ahead of any other aerospace manufacturerandis using the machines for
aerodynamic design.

Aerodynamic design is a very importantissue for
DARPAbecauseweare responsible for building the
very fastaircraft that President Reagan called the
Orient Express
the so-called national aerospace
plane that is supposed to be able to fly from
Washington to Tokyo in a couple of hours. That
planewill fly at such a high speed that there are no
wind tunnels available for testing the design. We
therefore have to rely completely on numerical
simulation. Today, we are using Crays for those
calculations, but weare in the process of changing
to Connection Machines. For a typical aircraft
design we need to make calculations at 10,000
points on the surface, and the calculations for each
point take 72 hours ona Cray hence the need for
us to switch to the new machinery.

Other business applications for multiprocessor
machinesinclude:
Producingtraining devices andtraining simulators.

Controlling the design of new materials and new
polymers.
Controlling the processes in chemicalfactories.

Robotics applications, which require a great deal
of computation to obtain the precise control of
complex processes, which requires more computational power than you can get economically
in the conventional way.
Designing very large scale integrated circuits.
Providing information for aircraft pilots.

Variousartificial intelligence applications such
as speech understanding, natural-language
understanding, and computerised vision
systems.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INFORMATION SYSTEMS DIRECTORS

If you, as information systemsdirectors, decide to
buy a multiprocessor machine, you can doso inthe
knowledge that you will not be pioneers several
hundreds of such machines have already been
installed. If you are not yet ready to install a
multiprocessor machine you should at least begin
to consider them as you develop systems for conventional hardware.I believe that it is inevitable
that you will be using multiprocessor machinesin
the future,so the earlier you start to think about the
implications of using themtheeasierthe transition
will be. Specific actions include:
Use operating systemslike Unix wherever you can.
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Divide up problemsintological pieces that later
can be mappedeasily onto different processors.

As you design and implement applications, rememberthat you may well re-implement them
on multiprocessor machines.

Considerthe typesof applications that today are
too expensive or that take too long to run, but
which may become possible with very much
faster and less expensive hardware.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN MULTIPROCESSOR
MACHINES

Today s multiprocessor machines run at between 1
and 10 gigaflops. The norm five years ago was a
million instructions per second. Today,it is a billion
instructions per second. By 1990 or 1991 we expectit
to be ateraflop trillion instructions per second.

WhenI set our engineers to work on designing
teraflop machinery I thought it was a great challenge, that it would be difficult, that it would tax
their ingenuity, and that it would require great
creativity. I was disappointed, however, becauseit
turned out to be so easy that they came up with four
competing designs. Consequently, we have now set
them a second much harderchallenge
to design a
petaflop machine capable of processing a
thousandtrillion instructions per second. It is
probably going to take us to the mid-1990s to
achieve that.

MICROELECTRONICS PACKAGING

The second technology in which discontinuities are
occurring is that of microelectronics packaging. lam
going to mention just two new techniques
highdensity interconnect, which has been developed by
General Electric, and a processforliterally gluing
chips together, invented by a small firm called Irvine
Sensors. These two are representative of several
other techniques that are all aimed at making
devices that are about a thousand times smaller
than the best technology available today.

There are two main advantages from reducing the
size of electronic components. The most obvious
oneis that it enables devices to be small enough to
becomeportable. Second, smaller componentslead
to muchfaster devices. Decreasing the volume by
a factor of about a thousand meanson average that
the distance signals haveto travel is decreased by
abouta factorof ten.

Thelimiting factor on the speed of acomputeris the

slow speed of light

it takes a nanosecond to

travel one foot. The smaller you can build a computer, thefasterit will operate. Unfortunately, small
computers lead to heat dissipation problems. The
odd shape of a modern Cray is determined by the
need to keep it small whilst preventing it from
melting down during the first couple of minutesit
is turned on. The new packaging techniques are
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concernedwith building very compactdevicesthat
do not have heat-dissipation problems.
What GeneralElectric has doneis to take a set of
chips and mount them very close together on any
kind of substrate (see Figure 13). There is then an
intermediate packaging layer, on top of which an
overlay (or decal) is placed. The overlay contains
connectors for joining the different pieces of the
chips together, both for purposes of data
communication and for power.
Figure 13

High density interconnect (exploded view)

The clever part of GE s technique is in the
production of the decal. It is not too difficult to
producethe decal that, in theory, should match up
with the chips. In practice, however, for reasons to
do with manufacturing economythe chips on the
substrate are slightly at angles to each other they
are slightly out of alignment. This means that a
standard decal will not precisely match the chips as
they are laid out on the substrate. GE s process
produces custom-madedecal that exactly matches
the slight misalignments of the chips. The process
uses an adaptive lithography system that produces
acustom-made mask. It is rather like making madeto-measuresuits.
Using this technique meansthat the layers can be
stacked quite close together, giving large reductions
in volume. Furthermore, you do not have the heatdissipation problems that you have with older
technology because the chips face upwards, not
downwards. Weare in the process of building a
computer with components produced by this
technique.It will be ready ina yearor two; and will
be thesize of acan of soup. Howeverit willbe a one
gigaflop machinewith four gigabytes of memory.
TheIrvine Sensors technology is even more exotic.
This company has workedout howto take 128 chips
and glue them together into a stack and then
lithographically lay down a wiring backplane on the
side of the stack. The endresult is a 1 em cube that
is almostsolid silicon but contains 128 chips. We are
using this type of componentto build trillion-bit

memory that will occupy one cubicfoot. Trillion-bit
memories for storing large databases have been
available for ten years or so but they require the
space of an average hotel room. There will also be
corresponding increases in speed andreliability.
Because the memory is basically solid state, there
are no connectors that can be loosenedbyvibrations.

SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING

The next area in which wesee technological] discontinuities occurring is semiconductor manufacturing. In the past, if you wanted to produce a
microelectronics circuit for a special application,
you designedthechip, sent the design to a factory,
waited for anything up to a year and eventually
received 50,000 chips at a tremendouscost. For
many applicationsthat type of process, andcost, are
just not acceptable. Supposing you only want one
chip or a few chips? Or you wantto get the chip in
a week or two so that you can try out anew design?
Today, with MOSIS (metal oxide semiconductor
implementation service) that is exactly what you
can do.It is possible to getjust one chip intwo weeks
for a cost of $1,000.

The way work flows through the MOSISsystem is
shownin Figure 14. The designersits at his computer-aided design terminal and the design specification is sent off over the telecommunications
network. Thespecification is merged with several
others so that manydesigns can be included on the
same wafer. An electron beam mask is then
generated, a wafer is fabricated, the individual
chips are assembled into packages and tested,
before being shipped back to the designer two
weeksafter the specification was transmitted.
Figurei4

Project flow through MOSIS
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Prior to the advent of the MOSIS system it was
impossible to do small-volume manufacturing. It
just was notpossible to try out an idea or to do rapid
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prototyping. MOSIS has been in operation for a
coupleof years, and it is used regularly by 300 or 400
designers.

Progressis also being madein improving the quality
of the basic raw material from which chips are
manufactured. The problemis that the basic wafers
have too many defects, which meansthat a high
percentageof the chips haveto be thrown away. For
amature process, anything up to 40 per cent might
have.to be thrown away. For a leading-edge process,
using the most advanced technology, over 99 per
cent of the chips might have to be thrown away.
Thatsort of yield is just not acceptable.

We discovered that there was a professor who
routinely made extremely pure wafers, but only in
small quantities. When his wafers were used to produce chips the yield was very high. One of DARPA s
scientists went to the professor s laboratory to try
and work out how he managed to producehighquality wafers, and to see if his techniques could be
applied to the mass production of wafers.

We foundthat, first , the professor was smarter than
the average production-line managerin a factory
and he controlled the process better. He used better
heuristics, better rules of thumb, to produce a
higher quality product. Second, he useddifferent
sensors to control the process than those available
in the factory. In particular, he used his eyes to
observethe crystal on a second-by-secondbasis as
it grew and made continuous judgements about
exactly how to control the process. That kind of
eyeball sensor is not usually available on the
factory floor. However, we set about determiningif
it was possible to produceindustrial-quality sensors
that would do someof the tasks being done in the
university laboratory, and whetherit was possible
to capture the heuristics of the university professor
in an expert system. The answerwas yes . Using the
expert system has resulted in gallium arsenide
wafers being mass produced with almost the same
purity as those achiévedin the laboratory.

As an aside, the principles we have devised for
manufacturing gallium arsenide and other semiconductor materials can be applied to producing
advancedmaterials in general. Anybodyassociated
with advanced composites and polymers and
ceramics knowsthat there are manygreat ideas in
the laboratory and that it is possible to produce
small quantities of a fantastic new material. The
problem is thatit is extremely difficult to scale-up
the fabrication process to produce usable quan-

tities. We are using this technique for carbon-carbon
composites andfor a variety of advanced materials.

One of the major problems with semiconductor
manufacturingis to create a clean environment in
whichto carry out the production process. Market
forces push manufacturers to smaller and smaller
dimensions, smaller and smaller devices, so that
more devices can be packed onto a chip. Because
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the features are so small, very small dust particles
can cause an individual chip to be worthless and
cause the numberofrejects in a batch of chips to
be high. Thecostof setting up a clean factory is very
anything up to $2,000 per square foot, and
high
that is before the costs of people and equipment.
Moreover, the factory will probably be obsolete
within twoto three years.

A US company cameup with anideato solve this
problem that, with hindsight, is obvious but is very
hard to implementin practice. They reasonedthat
you only need the immediate area around the wafer
to be clean
you do not need the whole building
to be clean. They produced vacuum cocoonswithin
whichthere is an almost completely clean environment whereit is possible to produce chips with a
much higher yield. More importantly, the capital
investmentrequired for a new chip-makingfacility
has been reduced by a factor of between two and
four. That is a huge decrease in an industry that
works on margins of one or two per cent.

There are also other advantages to the new
technology
one being that you can intermix
different materials within the samefactory.

Thelast advance in semiconductor manufacturing
I want to highlight stems from work doneat the
Lincoln Laboratory, whichis part of MIT. The conventional process of producing microelectronic
circuits involves some 200 separate steps. A small
mistake at any oneof those steps can meanthat the
entire batch has to be thrown away. Researchersat
the Lincoln Laboratory devised anew manufacturing technique that reduced the numberof steps
from 200 to an average of between 40 and 50. This
techniquecan lead to a huge increasein yield. For
amature process producinga 40 per cent yield with
the conventional techniques, we have evidence that
the yield can increase to 80 per cent. More importantly, for a process that uses leading-edge technology wherethe yield might only be one per cent
with conventional techniques, we have evidence
that the yield can be increased to 20 per cent.

Advances in semiconductor manufacturing suchas
those Ihave just mentioned will allow much higher
performancecircuits to be produced at much lower
cost. Those circuits will be needed to produce
machineslike the teraflop and the petaflop computers that I talked about earlier.

SUPERCONDUCTORS

The topic of superconductors made from new
ceramic materials is receiving much attention at
present. The potential of the new materials is
tremendous, although they do have one major
drawback in that they are very brittle and are
therefore hard to form into precise shapes, andit is
difficult to control their quality. We have begun to
speculate about the types of computer that could
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be produced as a consequenceof using these new
materials. First, they could be made much smaller
because there would be no heatto dissipate. We
have begun to think in termsof Crays per cubic
centimetre , and we have several designs on the
drawing board. These designs will becomereality
once someof the practical problems of dealing with
the new materials have been solved.

Substantial progress is being madein solving the
problems. The temperature at which the materials
nowreliably operate has been raised to 150°K from
about 90°K. Many people have reported superconductor materials that will operate at room
temperature, but usually forjust a few minutes. The
superconductivityeffect has then disappeared and
no one has yet worked out how to reproduceit. I
believe that, someday, superconductors operating
at room temperaturewill be available, but lam not
prepared to speculate when.

Progressis also being made in making the materials
muchless brittle. At Pennsylvania State University,
atechnique for inserting polymers, plastic strands, into the ceramicsis being used to strengthen the
materials so they becomeductile (flexible) even at
operating temperaturesas low asliquid nitrogen.
Thus,it is now possible to make coils of wire from
the new materials.
Someof the hydroscopic problems have also been
solved. It is not widely known that these materials
absorb water from theair and dissolve themselves
(wecall it ceramic suicide ). We have also shown
thatit is possible to lay down thin filmsreliably, and
it is possible to do thin-line lithography, although
not at the featuresizes that will be required in the
future. We can reliably show Josephson Junction
effects, creating switching times of a few nanoseconds. However, although progressis being made,
superconductor technology will not be available for
commercial use in the next three years or so.

LIGHTWEIGHT SATELLITES

Last year, we decided to take a whole new approach
to the satellite business (although, in effect, we
were returningto the techniques and technology of
the early 1960s). At present, it takes up to seven
years to design and build a satellite, because they
are designedto be incredibly reliable and to operate
for many years. As a consequence, they are
extraordinarily expensive. Hundredsof millions of
dollars per satellite is not at all unusual. Because
they are so expensive, very few satellites are
launched. They provide tremendousfunctionality
whentheyare in space, but becausetheyare large
and heavy, they are difficult to launch. If there is
a problem on the launching pad and thesatellite
doesnotget into orbit, you lose a great deal. All of
these constraints mean that fewer and fewer
satellites are launched each year.
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Weset aboutfinding outif it was possible to produce
satellites quickly using commercial-construction
practices, rather than space-construction practices.
We wanted to reverse the situation where 20
poundsof satellite was accompanied by 150 pounds
of documentation. We wantedto build inexpensive
satellites, costing less than $1 million a satellite. We
were prepared to accept the fact that cheaper
satellites are less reliable perhapsnineout of ten
will work. However, it turns out, in many cases, to
bea better wayof doing business. The result was an
experiment called GLOMR (Global Low Orbiting
Message Relay). Someof the specifications for the
GLOMRsatellite are shownin Figure 15.
Figure 15

GLOMRorbital characteristics
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It took us just 11 months to build GLOMR. As a
consequence,we wereable to use the most modern
technology rather than technology thatis five,six,
seven years old. We made no effort to keep the
satellite in orbit for a long periodof time, but it did
workperfectly for 14 months. We have now set up
a production line to manufacture these communicationssatellites.

One of the other reasons we are interested in
lightweight satellitesis thatit is a lot easier to launch
lightweight satellites than heavy satellites. There
are many more launch vehicles available, many
more opportunities and options.

We are now building and launching a system called
the multiple satellite system (see Figure 16) that
consists of 240 small satellites like the GLOMR
satellite. This system will provide very reliable
communications for up to 10,000 users around the
globe.It will be reliable because of the large number
of satellites
up to 50 per cent of them couldfail
before a typical userwill notice any degradation in
the service.

EXPERT SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS

I would like now to share with you someof our
experiencesof building expert systems. At present,
there are 1,500 expert systemsin use in American
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businesses and about 3,000 more are under development. Thefirst lesson is that it is impossible to
predict costs and computational requirements.
DARPAis building about a dozen quite large expert
systems, andall of them will end up costing much
more than was expected.
We found that you do not needto hire a specialist
knowledge engineerto build expert systems
a

scientist, or an engineer, or an accountant, or

businessman candothejob. It is also not necessary
alwaysto produce big systems. We found that very
small systems implemented on a personal computer

such as an IBM PC or Macintosh can perform

intelligently. Hitherto, the premise has been that
only large systems could act intelligently. Our
experienceis that this is a false premise.
We found that expert systems do not have to be
written in specialised Al languagessuch as Lisp. We
have systems writtenin at least a dozen different
languages, mostof which will be familiar to you. We
found that, increasingly, expert systems are not
written in isolation and are not usedin isolation.
Instead, they are combined with other more conventional applications. For example, an oil company
might couple a simulation system to an expert
system that contains heuristic guidelines for
pricing. The implication is that system developers
have to have a broad rangeof skills ranging from
conventional programming to AI programming.
However, although a lot of expert systems can run
onsmall computers, we find that there are more and
more applications that require extremely high
speed computers to obtain a reasonable operational
performance. Thus weare now, almost as a matter
of routine, putting expert systems onto multiprocessors. The advantageis that, as the system
develops and wefind that it requires more computing powerthan weanticipated, wejust buy more

processors and add them on.

We have onelarge expert system in operation in
Hawaii at the moment. It helps to control the
American Pacific Fleet by providing advice, by
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not to take the advice offered by the system. The
system makesplans based ona setof high-level goals
provided by human operators. In providing its
advice, the system takes accountof the conditions
ofthe ships, the national needs, weatherconditions,
the history of equipment break downs, and
unexpected needs. The system is monitoring hundreds of different ships, not only from the United
States but also from many other countries, and
provides a continuous stream of operational
suggestions where to sendships, whatrepairs to
do, what preventive maintenance to do, and so on
and so forth.

Iam giving you a military example because thatis
what Iam familiar with. However, lam sure you can
all extrapolate from this example to your own
business environmentsand find examplesof situations where there are a large numberofinteracting
factors, where you have to make plans, where you
have goals, where unexpected events take place,
and where sometimes you haveto be ratherclever
and creative to use your resourcesin the best way
possible.

We built this system by installing a new multiprocessor computerin some borrowedfloor space
in the command centre where the work was usually
done. We created an optical link between the new
computerand the existing database management
computer system so that data could flow into the
new computersystem, but so that there was no easy
way that information could accidentally be sent
back to the operational system. We developed the
expert system by mercilessly interrogating the
people who currently perform the job to understand how theydid it, what they cared about, and
whytheydid the things they did. Gradually, we built
up aratherlarge expert system the equivalent of
several thousandrules, although it is more complicated than that becauseit is not all rule-based. But
it is a very large system that requires considerable
computational power to handle the many
thousandsof messages an hour aboutthings that are
happeningtothefleet.

We weredelighted to find that people stopped using
the old system andstarted using the new system. No
one told them to dothis. In fact, if they had been
ordered to use the new system, they would probably
haveresisted the change.

Occasionally, though, people would disagree with
the advice provided by the system. Rememberthat
these were the same people who both wrote the
system and whopreviously did that job. However,
after the system had explainedits line of reasoning
in arriving at its recommended action, and had
described the other possibilities that had been
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considered andrejected, we found that the system s
advice was accepted.

For me, that is the real significance of the
technological advancesI was talking aboutearlier
the fact that you can combinethe technology and
AI techniques in clever and unusual ways to
producesystems that can perform task better than
people can. If you run conventional systems on
faster hardware you get the results faster. With
expert systems(and other AI applications) you get
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better answers by using faster hardware, because
additional computational power allowsthe softwareto try out more combinations, to look at more
data, and to examine more ways of solving the
problem. There maybelimits to how far this process
can be carried, but at present I do not know where
thoselimits are. Thus, by investing in today s expert
systems technology, by investing in today s multiprocessor technology, you may create systems that
can sometimes behave better than your smartest
employees.
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Membership of the Foundation

Butler Cox

Butler Cox is an independent management consultancy andresearch organisation, specialising in
the application of information technology within
commerce, government and industry. The company
offers a wide rangeof services both to suppliers and
users of this technology. The Butler Cox Foundation
is a service operated by Butler Cox on behalf of
subscribing members.
Objectives of the Foundation

The Butler Cox Foundation sets out to study on
behalf of subscribing members the opportunities
and possible threats arising from developmentsin
the field of information systems.

New developments in technology offer exciting
opportunities and also posecertain threats for
all organisations, whetherin industry, commerce or
government. New types of systems, combining
computers, telecommunications and automated
office equipment, are becoming not only possible,
but also economically feasible.

As a result, any manager whois responsible for
introducing new systemsis confronted with the
crucial question of how best to fit these elements
together in ways that are effective, practical and
economic.

While the equipment is becoming cheaper, the
reverse is true of people and this applies both to
the people whodesign systems and those who make
use of them. At the same time, humanconsiderations become even more important as people s
attitudes towards their working environment
change.

These developments raise new questions for the
managerof the information systems function as he
seeks to determine and achieve the best economic
mix from this technology.
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The majority of organisations participating in the
Butler Cox Foundation are large organisations
seeking to exploit to the full the most recent
developments in information systems technology.
Animportant minority of the membershipis formed
by suppliers of the technology. The membershipis
international with participants from Australia,
Belgium, France,Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden,
Switzerland, the United Kingdom and elsewhere.
The Foundation Research Programme
The research programmeis planned jointly by
Butler Cox and by the memberorganisations. Each
year Butler Cox draws up short-list of topics that
reflects the Foundation s view of the important
issues in information systems technology andits
application. Memberorganisations rank the topics
according to their own requirements and as a
result of this process members preferences are
determined.
Before each researchprojectstarts there is a further
opportunity for members to influencethe direction
of the research. A detailed description ofthe project
definingits scope andtheissuesto be addressedis
sent to all members for comment.
The Report Series
The Foundation publishessix research reports each
year. The reports are intendedto be read primarily
by senior and middle managers whoare concerned
with the planning of information systems. Theyare,
however, written in astyle that makes them suitable
to be read both by line managers and functional
managers. The reports concentrate on defining key
managementissues and on offering advice and
guidance on how and whento addressthoseissues.
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